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©  The  electromotive  adjustable  resistor  of  present 
invention  comprising, 

a  first  worm  gear  fixed  on  the  motor  shaft  of  the 
electric  motor, 

a  first  gear  shaft  having  a  first  worm  wheel  and  a 
first  cylindrical  gear  fixed  on  it,  said  first  worm  wheel 
engaging  with  the  first  worm  gear, 

a  second  gear  shaft  having  a  second  cylindrical 
gear  and  a  second  worm  gear  fixed  on  it,  said 
second  cylindrical  gear  engaging  with  the  first  cylin- 
drical  gear, 

an  adjustable  resistor  having  a  resistance  adjust- 
ing  shaft, 

a  second  worm  wheel  assembled  concentrically 
around  the  adjusting  shaft  of  the  adjustable  resistor, 
said  second  worm  wheel  engaging  with  the  second 
worm  gear, 

means  which  transmit  the  rotational  torque  of  the 
second  worm  wheel  to  the  resistance  adjusting  shaft 
of  the  adjustable  resistor. 

That  is,  the  gear  train  of  the  electromotive  ad- 
justable  resistor  of  the  present  invention  comprises 
two  worm  gear  engagements  and  a  sylindrical  gear 
engagement.  A  sylindrical  gear  engagement  makes 
the  space  between  the  resistance  adjusting  shaft  and 
the  motor  shaft  along  the  axis  of  the  both  shafts. 

So  that  the  axis  of  the  both  shafts  can  be  coin- 
side  or  nearly  coinside  with,  in  compliance  with  the 
design  request,  without  interference  between  them. 

This  makes  the  width  W  of  the  electromotive 
adjustable  resistor  smaller,  and  makes  the  space  on 
the  circuit  board  occupied  by  it  also  smaller  com- 
pared  with  the  conventional  type  which  is  not  able  to 
coinside  the  axis  of  the  both  shafts. 
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BACKGROUND  OF  THE  INVENTION 

This  invention  relates  to  a  electromotive  adjust- 
able  resistor  which  is  used  mainly  being  fixed  on 
the  circuit  board  in  electronic  apparatus. 

Resistance  of  the  adjustable  resistor  is 
changed  by  rotating  a  resistance  adjusting  shaft  of 
it  by  electromotive  force  or  by  manual. 

Figures  4,5,6  show  a  conventional  electromo- 
tive  adjustable  resistor.  In  figure  5,  a  gear  case  2  is 
covered  by  a  steel  plate  1  .  An  adjustable  resistor  3, 
having  a  resistance  adjusting  shaft  4  extending  to 
the  both  sides  of  it,  is  fixed  on  the  steel  plate  1  . 

A  driving  component  6  is  fixed  on  the  resis- 
tance  adjusting  shaft  4  which  is  extending  into  the 
gear  case  2. 

A  second  worm  wheel  9  is  assembled  concen- 
trically  around  the  resistance  adjusting  shaft  4  and 
biased  to  the  driving  component  6  by  a  spring  8.  A 
second  worm  wheel  9  and  the  driving  component  6 
are  coupled  frictionally  so  that  the  transmittion  of 
the  rotating  torque  between  them  is  capable.  A  pad 
11  is  inserted  to  stabilize  the  frictional  condition 
between  them.  A  first  worm  gear  13  is  fixed  on  the 
motor  shaft  12A  of  electric  motor  12. 

In  figure  6,  which  is  a  AA  sectional  view  of 
figure  5,  a  gearshaft  19  is  assembled  rotatively 
around  the  axis  CC  having  a  first  worm  wheel  14 
and  a  second  worm  gear  fixed  on  it. 

The  rotation  of  the  motor  shaft  12A  transmits  to 
the  second  worm  wheel  9  via  first  worm  gear  13, 
first  worm  wheel  14,  and  second  worm  gear  15. 

Shown  in  figure  5,  the  rotating  torque  of  the 
second  worm  wheel  9  transmits  to  the  driving  com- 
ponent  6  through  the  friction  coupling  between 
them  and  rotates  the  resistance  adjusting  shaft  4, 
so  that  the  resistance  of  the  adjustable  resistor  3  is 
changed  . 

The  resistance  of  the  adjustable  resistor  3  is 
also  changed  by  rotating  the  resistance  adjusting 
shaft  4,  which  is  extending  to  the  counter  side  for 
the  gear  case  2,  manually. 

In  this  case,  the  driving  component  6  slips 
against  the  second  worm  wheel  9  through  the 
inserted  pad  11  between  them  since  the  second 
worm  wheel  9  is  stoped  rotation  by  the  second 
worm  gear  15. 

The  second  worm  wheel  9  and  the  first  worm 
gear  13  both  are  arranged  in  the  same  plane  in 
order  to  make  the  gear  case  2  smaller,  so  that  the 
dimention  between  both  centers  is  larger  than  the 
sum  of  both  radiuses  as  shown  in  figure  6. 

This  prevents  the  width  W  of  the  conventional 
electromotive  adjustable  resistor  shown  in  figure  5 
to  make  smaller,  however  it  is  comparatively  large 
dimention. 

So  that  the  conventional  electromotive  adjust- 
able  resistor  occupies  comparatively  large  space 

on  the  circuit  board  when  fixed  on  it,  connecting  a 
electric  connecting  terminal  17  of  the  adjustable 
resistor  3  and  a  electric  connecting  terminal  18  of 
the  electric  motor  12  to  the  circuit  board  16,  as 

5  shown  in  Figure  4. 
Present  invention  provides  the  electromotive 

adjustable  resistor  which  occupies  smaller  space 
on  the  circuit  board,  by  virtue  of  the  improved 
construction  in  the  gear  case. 

70 
SUMARY  OF  THE  INVENTION 

The  electromotive  adjustable  resistor  of  present 
invention  comprising, 

75  a  first  worm  gear  fixed  on  the  motor  shaft  of 
the  electric  motor, 

a  first  gear  shaft  having  a  first  worm  wheel  and 
a  first  cylindrical  gear  fixed  on  it,  said  first  worm 
wheel  engaging  with  the  first  worm  gear, 

20  a  second  gear  shaft  having  a  second  cylin- 
drical  gear  and  a  second  worm  gear  fixed  on  it, 
said  second  cylindrical  gear  engaging  with  the  first 
cylindrical  gear, 

an  adjustable  resistor  having  a  resistance  ad- 
25  justing  shaft, 

a  second  worm  wheel  assembled  concentri- 
cally  around  the  adjusting  shaft  of  the  adjustable 
resistor,  said  second  worm  wheel  engaging  with 
the  second  worm  gear, 

30  means  which  transmit  the  rotational  torque  of 
the  second  worm  wheel  to  the  resistance  adjusting 
shaft  of  the  adjustable  resistor. 

That  is,  the  gear  train  of  the  electromotive 
adjustable  resistor  of  the  present  invention  com- 

35  prises  two  worm  gear  engagements  and  a  sylin- 
drical  gear  engagement. 

A  sylindrical  gear  engagement  makes  the 
space  between  the  two  worm  gear  engagements. 
That  is,  a  sylindrical  gear  engagement  makes  the 

40  space  between  the  resistance  adjusting  shaft  and 
the  motor  shaft  along  the  axis  of  the  both  shafts. 

So  that  the  axis  of  the  both  shafts  can  be 
coinside  or  nearly  coinside  with,  in  compliance  with 
the  design  request,  without  interference  between 

45  them. 
This  makes  the  width  W  of  the  electromotive 

adjustable  resistor  smaller,  and  makes  the  space 
on  the  circuit  board  occupied  by  it  also  smaller 
compared  with  the  conventional  type  which  is  not 

50  able  to  coinside  the  axis  of  the  both  shafts. 

BRIEF  DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  DRAWINGS 

Figure  1  shows  the  side  view  of  the  electromo- 
55  tive  adjustable  resistor  of  the  present  invention. 

Figure  2  shows  the  partial  sectional  view  of  the 
electromotive  adjustable  resistor  of  the  present  in- 
vention  which  is  connected  to  the  circuit  board. 
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Figure  3  shows  the  perspective  view  of  the 
electromotive  adjustable  resistor  of  the  present  in- 
vention. 

Figure  4  shows  the  conventional  electromotive 
adjustable  resistor  which  is  connected  to  the  circuit 
board. 

Figure  5  shows  the  partial  sectional  view  of  the 
conventional  electromotive  adjustable  resistor. 

Figure  6  shows  the  AA  sectional  view  of  the 
figure  5  showing  the  construction  in  the  gear  case 
of  the  conventional  electromotive  adjustable  resis- 
tor. 

DETAILED  DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  INVENTION 

Figures  1  ,2,3  show  the  electromotive  adjustable 
resistor  of  the  present  invention. 

In  figure  1,  a  gear  case  22  is  covered  with  a 
steel  plate  21.  As  shown  in  figure  2,  an  adjustable 
resistor  23  having  a  resistance  adjusting  shaft  24 
extending  to  the  both  sides  of  it,  is  fixed  on  the 
steel  plate  21  .  A  driving  component  26  is  fixed  on 
the  resistance  adjusting  shaft  24  which  is  extending 
into  the  gear  case  22. 

A  second  worm  wheel  29  is  assembled  con- 
centrically  around  the  resistance  adjusting  shaft  24 
and  biased  to  the  driving  component  26  by  a 
spring  28.  A  second  worm  wheel  29  and  the  driving 
component  26  are  coupled  frictionally  so  that  the 
transmittion  of  the  rotating  torque  between  them  is 
capable.  A  pad  31  is  inserted  to  stabilize  the  fric- 
tional  condition  between  them.  A  first  worm  gear  33 
is  fixed  on  the  motor  shaft  32A  of  the  electric  motor 
32. 

As  shown  in  figure  1  and  2,  a  first  gear  shaft  41 
is  assembled  in  the  gear  case  22  rotatively  arround 
the  axis  DD  having  a  first  worm  wheel  34,  which 
engages  with  the  first  worm  gear  33,  and  a  first 
sylindrical  gear  35  fixed  on  it. 

A  second  gear  shaft  42  is  assembled  in  the 
gear  case  22  rotatively  arround  the  axis  EE  having 
a  second  sylindrical  gear  36,  which  engages  with 
the  first  sylindrical  gear  35,  and  a  second  worm 
gear  37,  which  engages  with  the  second  worm 
wheel  29,  fixed  on  it. 

That  is,  the  gear  train  of  the  electromotive 
adjustable  resistor  of  the  present  invention  com- 
prises  two  worm  gear  engagements  and  a  sylin- 
drical  gear  engagement. 

Shown  in  figure  2,  a  sylindrical  gear  engage- 
ment  makes  a  space  between  the  two  worm  gear 
engagements.  That  is,  a  sylindrical  gear  engage- 
ment  makes  the  space  between  the  resistance 
adjusting  shaft  and  the  motor  shaft  along  the  axis 
of  the  both  shafts. 

So  that  the  axis  of  the  both  shafts  can  be 
coinside  or  nearly  coinside  with,  in  compliance  with 
the  design  request,  without  interference  between 

them. 
This  makes  the  width  W  of  the  electromotive 

adjustable  resistor  smaller,  and  makes  the  space 
on  the  circuit  board  occupied  by  it  also  smaller 

5  compared  with  the  conventional  type  which  is  not 
able  to  coinside  the  axis  of  the  both  shafts. 

Of  corse,  it  is  also  able  to  make  the  both 
axises  of  the  motor  shaft  32A  and  the  resistance 
adjusting  shaft  24  of  the  adjustable  resistor  not  to 

io  coinside  with  or  each  extending  different  direction  if 
necessary. 

The  rotation  of  the  motor  shaft  32A  trasmits  to 
the  second  worm  wheel  29  via  first  worm  gear  33, 
first  worm  wheel  34,  first  sylindrical  gear  35,  sec- 

15  ond  sylindrical  gear  36,  and  second  worm  gear  37. 
The  rotating  torque  of  the  second  worm  wheel  29 
transmits  to  the  driving  component  26  through  the 
friction  coupling  between  them  and  rotates  the  re- 
sistance  adjusting  shaft  24,  so  that  the  resistance 

20  of  the  adjustable  resistor  is  changed. 
The  resistance  of  the  adjustable  resistor  23  is 

also  changed  by  rotating  the  resistance  adjusting 
shaft  24,  which  is  extending  to  the  direction  counter 
side  for  the  gear  case  22,  manually. 

25  In  this  case,  the  driving  component  26  slips 
against  the  second  worm  wheel  29  through  the 
inserted  pad  31  between  them  since  the  the  sec- 
ond  worm  wheel  29  is  stoped  rotation  by  the  sec- 
ond  worm  gear  37. 

30  As  shown  in  figure  2,  the  electric  connecting 
terminal  38  is  extending  to  the  direction  at  right 
angle  to  the  axis  of  the  resistance  adjusting  shaft 
24  of  the  adjustable  resistor  23,  the  electric  con- 
necting  terminal  39  is  extending  to  the  direction  at 

35  right  angle  to  the  axis  of  the  motor  shaft  32A,  and 
both  electric  connecting  terminals  38  and  39  are 
extending  to  the  same  direction  for  the  conve- 
nience  of  connecting  them  to  the  circuit  board. 

The  first  gear  shaft  41  and  the  electric  connect- 
40  ing  terminal  39  both  exist  in  the  same  direction 

from  the  axis  of  the  motor  shaft  32A  and  the 
second  gear  shaft  42  and  the  electric  connecting 
terminal  38  both  exist  in  the  same  direction  from 
the  axis  of  the  resistance  adjusting  shaft  24  of  the 

45  adjustable  resistor  23. 
These  improved  constructions  in  the  gear  case 

22,  above  mentioned,  make  the  height  of  the  elec- 
tromotive  adjustable  resistor  lower,  and  make  the 
center  of  the  gravity  of  it  nearer  to  the  circuit 

50  board,  so  that  the  electromotive  adjustable  resistor 
of  the  present  invention  has  a  small  size  and  has 
the  durability  to  vibration. 

The  invention  may  be  embodied  in  other  spe- 
cific  forms  without  departing  from  the  spirit  or 

55  essential  characteristics  thereof.  The  present  em- 
bodiment  is  therefore  to  be  considered  in  all  re- 
spects  as  illustrative  and  not  restrictive,  the  scope 
of  the  invention  being  indicated  by  the  appended 
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claims  rather  than  by  the  foregoing  description  and 
all  changes  which  come  within  the  meaning  and 
range  of  equivalency  of  the  claims  are  therefore 
intended  to  be  embraced  therein. 

Claims 

1.  An  electromotive  adjustable  resistor  compris- 
ing; 

an  electric  motor, 
a  first  worm  gear  fixed  on  the  motor  shaft 

of  the  electric  motor, 
a  first  gear  shaft  having  a  first  worm  wheel 

and  a  first  cylindrical  gear  fixed  on  it,  said  first 
worm  wheel  engaging  with  the  first  worm  gear, 

a  second  gear  shaft  having  a  second  cylin- 
drical  gear  and  a  second  worm  gear  fixed  on 
it,  said  second  cylindrical  gear  engaging  with 
the  first  cylindrical  gear, 

an  adjustable  resistor  having  a  resistance 
adjusting  shaft, 

a  second  worm  wheel  assembled  concen- 
trically  around  the  resistance  adjusting  shaft  of 
the  adjustable  resistor,  said  second  worm 
wheel  engaging  with  the  second  worm  gear, 

means  which  transmit  the  rotating  torque 
of  the  second  worm  wheel  to  the  resistance 
adjusting  shaft  of  the  adjustable  resistor. 

2.  An  electromotive  adjustable  resistor  compris- 
ing; 

an  electric  motor, 
a  first  worm  gear  fixed  on  the  motor  shaft 

of  the  electric  motor, 
a  first  gear  shaft  having  a  first  worm  wheel 

and  a  first  cylindrical  gear  fixed  on  it,  said  first 
worm  wheel  engaging  with  the  first  worm  gear, 

a  second  gear  shaft  having  a  second  cylin- 
drical  gear  and  a  second  worm  gear  fixed  on 
it,  said  second  cylindrical  gear  engaging  with 
the  first  cylindrical  gear, 

an  adjustable  resistor  having  a  resistance 
adjusting  shaft, 

a  driving  component  fixed  on  the  resis- 
tance  adjusting  shaft  of  the  adjustable  resistor, 

a  second  worm  wheel  assembled  concen- 
trically  around  the  resistance  adjusting  shaft  of 
the  adjustable  resistor,  said  second  worm 
wheel  engaging  with  the  second  worm  gear, 

said  second  worm  wheel  and  the  driving 
component  are  coupled  frictionally,  so  that  the 
transmittion  of  the  rotating  torque  between 
them  is  capable. 

3.  An  electromotive  adjustable  resistor  in  claim  2, 
having  the  means  which  reinforces  the 

contacting  pressure  between  the  second  worm 
wheel  and  the  driving  component. 

4.  An  electromotive  adjustable  resistor  in  claim  1  , 
wherein, 

electric  connecting  terminal  of  the  electric 
motor  is  extending  to  the  direction  at  right 

5  angle  to  the  axis  of  the  motor  shaft  of  the 
electric  motor, 

electric  connecting  terminal  of  the  adjusti- 
ble  resistor  is  extending  to  the  direction  at  right 
angle  to  the  axis  of  the  the  resistance  adjusting 

io  shaft  of  the  adjustable  resistor,  and  said  both 
electric  connecting  terminals  are  extending  to 
the  same  direction. 

the  first  gear  shaft  and  the  electric  con- 
necting  terminal  of  the  electric  motor  both  exist 

is  in  the  same  direction  from  the  axis  of  the 
motor  shaft  of  the  electric  motor, 

the  second  gear  shaft  and  the  electric  con- 
necting  terminal  of  the  adjustable  resistor  both 
exist  in  the  same  direction  from  the  axis  of  the 

20  resistance  adjusting  shaft  of  the  adjustable  re- 
sistor. 

5.  An  electromotive  adjustable  resistor  in  claim  2, 
wherein, 

25  electric  connecting  terminal  of  the  electric 
motor  is  extending  to  the  direction  at  right 
angle  to  the  axis  of  the  motor  shaft  of  the 
electric  motor, 

electric  connecting  terminal  of  the  adjusti- 
30  ble  resistor  is  extending  to  the  direction  at  right 

angle  to  the  axis  of  the  the  resistance  adjusting 
shaft  of  the  adjustable  resistor,  and  said  both 
electric  connecting  terminals  are  extending  to 
the  same  direction. 

35  the  first  gear  shaft  and  the  electric  con- 
necting  terminal  of  the  electric  motor  both  exist 
in  the  same  direction  from  the  axis  of  the 
motor  shaft  of  the  electric  motor, 

the  second  gear  shaft  and  the  electric  con- 
40  necting  terminal  of  the  adjustable  resistor  both 

exist  in  the  same  direction  from  the  axis  of  the 
resistance  adjusting  shaft  of  the  adjustable  re- 
sistor. 

45 
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